Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Thurs. 15 Sept. 2022
Compiled Thurs. 15 Sept. 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret,
Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her
twenty two multiple personalities.‖

Checkmate!
The Queen is Down
Will They Arrest King Charles?

Ask JFK Jr.
“I’m Alive”
I’m Alive - Z JFK Jr ~ Can't Wait For His Return (rumble.com)

Battle Hymn of the Republic | The Tabernacle Choir - YouTube
Judy Note:









Saturday 17 Sept, 2022 is the 235th Anniversary of the Signing of the Constitution.
Checkmate on a 5D Chess Game: First Arrest Will Shock the World. Queen is out,
King is next, and exposed. With The Queen’s passing, Prince Charles now takes the title
of King Charles (KC). We were told A = 1, B = 2, and so on. King Charles KC = 11.3
Charles was heavily involved with Epstein’s deeds….Great Awakening World Q +
Trump.
Fri. 16 Sept. Everything Will Stop Moving: UPS, FedEx, Port Workers Complicate
Rail Strike: https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2022/09/everything-will-stop-movingups-fedex-port-workers-complicate-rail-strike-via-poplar-preparedness-2533830.html
Amtrak is reported to be canceling ALL long-distance trains starting tomorrow
fearing the impacts of a looming rail worker strike. Amtrak cancels all long-distance
trains ahead of potential freight rail shutdown (msn.com)
The US Supreme Court has voided the 2020 Election due to Election Fraud and
foreign interference (Chinese Communist Party) in a US Election.
President Trump is back in Washington DC. No one has lived in the White House since
Trump left after having signed the Insurrection Act of 1807, which placed the Military in
charge of the country.




A Black Swan Event was expected as the Cabal faced a Fri. 30 Sept. payment
deadline for families that owned US Inc.
The Cabal has planned riots in the below 17 major cities. Their purpose was to cause
chaos so that the laundering of slush funds could continue through the US Inc., United
Nations, World Bank, IMF, British Crown and Vatican to their Cabal corporations of
State Street, Vanguard and Blackrock.

1) New York City
2) Los Angeles
3) Chicago
4) Philadelphia
5) Washington DC
6) Houston
7) Nashville
8) New Orleans
9) Charlotte
10) San Francisco
11) Detroit
12) Seattle
13) Atlanta
14) Las Vegas
15) Baltimore
16) Boston
17) Miami
A. September 17, 2022 is the 235th Anniversary of the signing of the US Constitution.
The night of 24 June 2019 Ken Cromar (see Ken and Barbie vs. Goliath IRS below) completed
and delivered the masters for Blu-ray & DVD duplication of two new productions, ―A More
Perfect Union - 30th Anniversary Digital Re-Master‖ and ―MIRACLES: In God We Trust‖.
“Coincidentally” the next day, ―Barbie & Ken‖ were hit with their first SWAT by 13+ US
Marshals on a fraudulent IRS claim. It was exactly 9:24 am when Ken Cromar was doing his
first LIVE radio interview to promote the two new films. The first question was: ―Ken, why did
you make the film MIRACLES: In God We Trust?‖ Ken literally opened his mouth to answer the
question, when he saw the SWAT team walk past his window! ―Uhhh..., uhh...,‖ he stammered
on LIVE radio, ―Sorry sir, I have a family emergency, and have to hang up!‖ click!
Within 30-seconds Barbie & Ken’s "dream house" door was breeched and they with daughter
Liberty were thrown out onto the street, instantly made homeless, not to return for 10 months.
(BTW, after their return, 5 months later they were hit a second time by the now famous 75-man
SWAT on September 24, 2020 - ironically just 7-days after Constitution Day.)

This coming Saturday September 17, 2022 is the 235th Anniversary of the signing of the
Constitution. Dear listener, would you like to have a copy of both of these films? — while
simultaneously helping keep ―Barbie & Ken‖ alive and in their fight for JUSTICE — shipped to
you for only a minimum $25 donation? It could be our way of thanking George Washington and
his Founder friends and two modern day freedom fighters in Barbie & Ken Cromar!
Imagine Americans learning about the MIRACLES that helped birth this nation, and
watching George Washington sign the Constitution in a multi-million dollar feature film
production reenactment shot at Independence Hall in Philadelphia in ―A More Perfect Union‖.
The Cromars would appreciate your help and would hold this Special Offer which includes a
FREE pocket Constitution, open through end of September 30th.
Teaser clip tabs of both films AND the Donation tab are available at:
http://www.MiraclesInGodWeTrust.com/BarbieAndKenvGoliathlRS/
B. We are Living in a Police State: CIA, FBI, IRS Corruption:












IRS Swat Teams twice kicked seniors Ken and Barbie out of their fully owned home,
threw away their entire personal possessions including expensive equipment Ken used to
make a living and destroyed evidence Ken had petitioned to bring into Court. Update Ken
and Barbie vs. Goliath IRS: The Good, Bad and GREAT News! | Crime All-Stars |
Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
The Judge in the case, Christine Johnson, has so far refused to supply Ken and Barbie
the number of her Utah issued Bar license, bringing into doubt whether or not she
actually has one.
Ken and Barbie were arrested without being read their rights, have been denied hearings
and a fair trial and now had a warrant out for their arrest, having convicted them of living
in and stealing from their own home. http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/flashbackexample-of-good-journalism-abc4-tells-both-sides-of-75-man-swatstory-fairly/
All was done AFTER a Federal Tax Court ruled they didn’t owe any monies to the
IRS – the fact of which they were denied the right to bring forth in their jury trial.
Unfortunately our Police State has expanded all the way up to President Trump and
other conservatives.
Dr. Simone Gold, the founder of America's Frontline Doctors, has been released from
prison! Wrongfully convicted of a crime she didn't commit, Dr. Gold went to prison
because she dared to stand up against mis-information, Big Pharma, and the Biden
Administration. While in prison, Dr. Gold was shamefully quarantined with eight days of
solitary confinement because she refused to take the Covid-19 jab.
New Durham bombshell: FBI paid Russian accused of lying as a confident ial
informant against Trump


















Prosecutor says Igor Danchenko, the primary source for the discredited Steele dossier,
was paid by the FBI as a confidential human source for three years despite prior concerns
that he was tied to Russian intelligence services.
Mike Lindell says Biden's FBI surrounded his car, confiscated his cell phone
at drive-thru of a Hardee's
"Today the FBI, you're gonna hear this, you're probably already hearing it in the news.
The FBI came after me, and took my phone. They surrounded me at a Hardy's, and took
my phone that I run all my business, everything with," said the MyPillow CEO. "And
they told me not to tell anybody."
'Weaponized Police State': Trump rails against FBI for alleged warrant issued
against MyPillow CEO
"We are now officially living in a Weaponized Police State, Rigged Elections, and all.
Our Country is a laughing stock all over the World. The majesty of the United States is
gone. Can’t let this happen. TAKE BACK AMERICA!" Trump posted on Truth Social
on Tuesday.
Trump supporter says FBI came to her door to int imidate her wit h
'anonymous tip' that she was at J6, she wasn't
"I was terrified. And I'll be honest with you, when my daughter woke me up telling me
there were three armed FBI officers at my door, I thought she was joking and
immediately tried to throw clothes on. I called my husband, I was crying, my knees were
shaking."
Capitol Police whist leblower memo lays out Jan. 6 'intelligence failures' on
Pelosi watch
Three days after the Jan. 6 riot, a Capitol Police intelligence analyst sent a blistering
email to supervisors, blowing the whistle on a failure to heed clear intelligence that rightwing rioters planned to storm the Capitol.
Mike Lindell on being raided: "The FBI came after me and took my phone, they
surrounded me at a Hardee's...and they told me not to tell anybody."
Breaking News: Mike Lindell, ―THE Pillow Guy,‖ was just raided by the FBI. We are
now officially living in a Weaponized Police State, Rigged Elections, and all. Our
Country is a laughing stock all over the World. The majesty of the United States is gone.
Can’t let this happen. TAKE BACK AMERICA! …Donald J. Trump
DOJ Issues More Than 30 Subpoenas to Trump Associates:
https://resistthemainstream.org/doj-issues-more-than-30-subpoenas-to-trumpassociates/?utm_source=telegram
Donald J. Trump: ―Why aren’t they going after the people that RIGGED the Election?
Massive amounts of irrefutable evidence. They are only interested in those seeking the
TRUTH! Third World Country.‖
―Dozens of amazing Patriots who stand for America, including wonderful young
people, are being targeted and harassed by the Department of ―Justice‖ and FBI. Is this





payback for Liz Cheney being ANNIHILATED by 40 points and DESTROYING what
was left of the Unselect Committee’s credibility?‖
―Our Country is being destroyed by the Radical Left Democrats—stock market
crash, no southern border, rampant crime, military failure, and much more. Meanwhile,
all they want to do is take vengeance on the 45th President, me, and those who support
me. We will never back down. Make America Great Again!‖
―The FBI was paying a big time Russian informant (Spy) all the way back to 2017,
while at the SAME TIME they were accusing me of working with the Russians in the
Russia, Russia, Russia Hoax. In other words, they knew their case against me was, with
all of the money and man hours spent, a Fraud!‖

C. You CAN do something about Nazi-Style Governments
Join the Global Walkout:
globalwalkout.com
Reignite Freedom One Step at a Time.
Hand in hand, we will walk out from the society they are trying to enslave us into.
globalwalkout.com info@reignitefreedom.com https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPNcjR2hb8
D. Global Currency Reset:
Judy Note: The new gold/asset-backed currencies of 209 nations have been trading on the Forex
back screens since Sun. 28 Aug. Between Sun.11 Sept and Thurs. 15 Sept. a Global financial
system change was to occur. On Sunday 11 Sept. Iraq brought out their new Iraqi Dinar Rate
and on a Tier 1 level began using and exchanging it in Mainland Europe and the Middle and Far
East. With Whales, Tier 3 and 4A under strict NDAs, RV monies were said to be in their
accounts, though not yet liquid. On Mon. morning 12 Sept. Bond payments were paying out in
Europe. By Tues. 13 Sept. there were multiple reports that some in Tier 3 were getting paid.




Holly (forwarded from Laurie): ―I have a family member that drives an armored
money truck. During one of their recent deliveries to a bank in the Midwest, the bank
representative informed him that the Federal Reserve reached out to their bank and
informed them that there would be no additional money deliveries. When the bank
inquired for how long, The Fed said no additional money deliveries would ever be
scheduled again. This was not just for this bank. The bank representative informed them
that it was for all banks.‖
Bruce: Last week all US Banks declared bankruptcy and had orders to restructure under
the Restored Republic by midnight Wed. 14 Sept.








On Thurs. 15 Sept. all 209 countries’ new gold/ asset-backed currency rates would be on
the Quantum Financial System and announced to the public – along with NESARA/
GESARA.
Wed. 14 Sept. 2022 MarkZ: ―The news is giving us clear indicators that the necessity is
now for a reset. Not weeks from now…not months from now…not years from now…but
days at the most…the news all over the world is pointing to this happening at ―any
moment‖ …but there is very little to nothing coming out of Iraq and Redemption
Centers.‖
A High Up Source felt that the GCR / RV could occur any time between now and mid
Oct, unless a Trump arrest caused a delay to November.
Coach Jerry: "Be encouraged dear community, our time will come. If we could figure
out the precise timing, then the evil opposition could also figure it out. And I have a
sneaking suspicion that the Worldwide Alliance has designed this entire "movie" such
that no one, outside the good military, is quite able to figure it out."

E. Restored Republic:






White Hat Military Operations have silently seized the Chain of Command of the
Vatican Empire.
The announcement of death of the Queen frees the World from British Admiralty Rule
and insures collapse of the World Cabal Deep State regimen. We were now in Operation
London Bridge, where we'll have 3 days darkness followed by 10 days of Revelations.
…Great Awakening Q+ Trump
Biden has never lived in the White House. It was empty, just like the rest of
Washington DC.
Washington DC Buildings were vacant, except for janitors. Nancy Drew has dedicated
a daily report about this fact (see her Telegram page). You were being served a lie via
television that Congress is doing anything at all. Our ―elected officials‖ were safely
tucked away in F. McPherson in Georgia – where there is a fake White House set and
everyone takes Deep State handouts. …R.E. Sutherland, M.Ed, Freelance Investigative
Science Reporter since 1996.

F. Calendar of Events:





Thurs. 15 Sept. possible GESARA/NESARA Announcement, Gold/asset-backed
physical currency and digital USTN should be out to the public (with the fiat US Dollar
pulled off the market within three months).
Thurs, Fri.15-16 Sept. President Vladimir Putin of Russia, President Xi Jinping of China
and Prime Minister Narendra Modi of India will meet.
On Fri. 16 Sept a Major freight railroads could begin a strike by 115,000 Railroad
Workers that would shut down railroads across the US and cost the economy more than









$2 billion a day, disrupting deliveries of all kinds of goods and passenger traffic and
drastically add to food, goods shortages.
Sat. 17 Sept. is the 235th Anniversary of the signing of the US Constitution.
Mon. 19 Sept. Queen Elizabeth Funeral – one of the biggest gatherings of world power
brokers in recent world history.
Fri. 30 Sept. was the Vatican’s payment deadline for the Rothschilds, Rockefellers and
other families that owned US Inc, United Nations, World Bank, and IMF. The US Inc,
British Crown and Vatican laundering of slush funds to the Cabal corporations of State
Street, Vanguard and Blackrock would now stop.
An October mega Black Swan Event will occur triggered by the Cabal. This could be
a bloody revolution, anarchy, or a peaceful transition.
In October the Chinese Communist Party will convene to make amendments to their
constitution that will lead to ―new strategies of governance‖ – likely a democratic state.
Tues. 8 Nov. 2022 Elections: “I have on extremely good authority from three different
sources that the USA election in November 2022 will not happen. This has already
gone through the Supreme Court – SCOTUS – and they used a Shadow Document to
overturn the 2020 Election.‖…Charlie Ward

G. Global Financial Crisis:








Consumer Demand Collapses as Global Economy Implodes:
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-09-13-consumer-demand-collapses-as-globaleconomy-implodes.html
Debt Jubilee of Biblical Proportions: https://internationalman.com/articles/a-debtjubilee-of-biblical-proportions-is-coming-soon-what-you-need-to-know/
Money Metals Breaks Ground on Largest Gold Depository in the Western United
States - Activist Post: https://www.activistpost.com/2022/09/money-metals-breaksground-on-largest-gold-depository-in-the-western-united-states.html
Warning: The Media, Big Tech and Big Pharma intend to put out a narrative and
announce the Digital Currency (planned by the World Economic Forum). The only way
they can survive would be by seizing everyone’s assets. That included houses, cars and
businesses. They said, ―You will own nothing and you will be happy‖…as long as you do
what they say.
Charlie Ward (head of the GCR Redemption Committee): ―Under BRICS more than
half of the world was already dealing in gold-backed currencies (over 4 billion people).
That has taken control away from the Federal Reserve Dollar. So even if (the Cabal) did
bring in their 'Central Bank Digital Currency' which was backed by Air, it must go up
against something backed by gold and it would not last.‖

H. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages:



Everything in the US will stop moving with Fed Ex and Railroad Strike Beginning
Fri. 16 Sept. https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2022/09/everything-will-stop-movingups-fedex-port-workers-complicate-rail-strike-via-poplar-preparedness-2533830.html

I. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring:






DUMBS Adrenochrome Harvesting of Babies and Children:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4QBILX4n4HqJ/
Human Hunting Parties, cops, judges, social workers linked to child-trafficking 2/2:
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=15l9nlJaTgg
Many Underground facilities for Adrenochrome Harvesting, Child Sex and Human
Meat Slaughter factories: https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/10341
Pervywood Part 1 of 7: Those who yell the loudest: https://rumble.com/v1k4crdpervywood-part-1-of-7-those-who-yell-the-loudest-.html?mref=7ju1&mrefc=72
Pervywood Part 2 of 7: Strange Dark Secrets: https://rumble.com/v1k4e0d--pervywoodpart-2-of-7-strange-dark

J. Covid/ Monkey Pox/ Vax/ Medicine Hoax:



The Truth About Ivermectin: THE TRUTH ABOUT IVERMECTIN - Plandemic
(plandemicseries.com)
Cancer and Ivermectin:
https://search.nih.gov/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&affiliate=nih&query=cancer+and+iver
mectin

K. Durham Report:






Hillary Clinton paid an actual Russian spy (Danchenko), to fabricate evidence about
Trump, which was then presented by corrupt agents within the FBI to the FISA court, to
justify spying on Donald Trump.
John Solomon told Fox News Sean Hannity: "[The main source] for the Christopher
Steele dossier, which was funded by the Hillary Clinton campaign is a person that the
FBI believes, starting in 2008, was tied to Russian intelligence. Why did they believe
that? Because they had evidence he was soliciting Obama administration appointees,
saying he would pay them if they would leak him classified information.
Durham Bombshell! Danchenko was a FBI Informant! Hillary’s High Treason! Mike
Lendell Raided! https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=207524

L. The Real News for Wed. 14 Sept. 2022:


150,000 Genetically Modified Mosquitoes Released In The Wild. Once again, Bill
Gates proves how far the elites can take their power. A biotech firm funded by Bill Gates





has released 150,000 genetically modified mosquitoes in the US. Why?
https://www.nvtvblogs.com/post/150-000-genetically-modified-mosquitoes-in-the-wild
Bio Weapon Labs: Secrets of the Biological Laboratory in Rubezhnoye:
https://rumble.com/v1jzxjf--bio-weapon-labs-secrets-of-the-biological-laboratory-inrubezhnoye.html
Last working reactor shuts down at Ukraine's Zaporizhzhia nuclear plant amid
fears of radiation disaster: https://t.me/EXPOSEthePEDOSendOfTheCABAL/13512

M. Wed. 14 Sept. Air Force Times: An F-16 pilot died when his ejection seat failed. Was it
counterfeit? news@militarytimes.com










Taping a quarter to the turbine of a jet will bring the jet down. I suspect that was a
factor, too. Lots of faulty parts from China and then with foreigners in the US Military to
seal the deal, murder is the consequence. How horrible to be in the US Military working
alongside with foreigners who kill with impunity.
There are three full time rape crisis counselors at NAS Lemoore because the
foreigners in the US Military have diplomatic immunity from prosecution in the rapes of
other military personnel, male and female, civilians, children, military wives. It does not
get into the newspapers one of the counselors told me and that was in the 1990s.
President Bill Clinton opened all aspects of US Navy operations to the Chinese.
When CNO Admiral Mike Borda objected, he was murdered with four gunshot wound to
the chest called an Arkancide. His replacement, a USNA graduate, capitulated and now
our sailors are not safe in their own commands.
It is so bad that when I called the CO of NAS Lemoore a few times, imploring him
to stop the Chinese bio-weapon clot shots two years ago, he told me I was speaking
untruths and changed his phone number. He was bribed no doubt to let shots with a
blank package insert be given to those under his command.
Men's hearts will fail them for fear of what is coming upon the Earth. Is that the time
the Earth no longer buries its dead, likely later this year? The obituaries in the local news
paper this week are ten times more than any day last week. The genocidal holocaust has
begun.

N. Must Watch Videos:





Wed. 14 Sept. Super Intel Juan O Savin: New Juan O Savin Super September Intel:
Diana, Death of Queen Elizabeth, Charles & Trump, Strategy, Trump & the Queen, a
Wonderful Future Part 1 & 2 | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
Wed. 14 Sept. Heavy Intel, Juan O Savin: Juan O' Savin: Heavy Intel - "The Storm is
Coming" (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
Wed. 14 Sept. Situation Update: Situation Update: Mike Lindell Raided By FBI! 160
Pedos Arrested Included Disney Employees! Planned Riots In 17 Named Dem Cities!










Durham Bombshell! - We The People News | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News
(beforeitsnews.com)
Wed. 14 Sept. Event Coming: New Michael Jaco: September 24th Event Coming! Is a
9/11 Like Event Coming for 9/24 as Denver and Germany Plan for Chaos? | Prophecy |
Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
Wed. 14 Sept. X22 Report: X22 Report: Durham Sends A Message Before Trial! The
Majesty Of The United States Is Gone! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before
It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
Glenn Beck: If you don’t recognize EVIL, you’re PART OF THE PROBLEM" [17:43
video (cc)]
The Madness of King Charles: CGI's Morgan: MADNESS OF KING CHARLES ~
LEVI
FBI Searched Trump Home to Protect Themselves: ConservativeBrief.com: "Former
Clinton Advisor Says FBI Searched Trump’s Home To Protect Themselves"
BIDEN CAN'T LIE HIS WAY OUT OF THIS!! - ON THE FRINGE:
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=207547

O. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two
multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr.
Colin Ross – Robert David Steele
Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped,
tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed
herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic
Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc’s CIA,
Queen Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult
on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by
this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the
process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored
Republics of the world. It’s no wonder that President Trump has stated, ―These people are sick.‖
P. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:
Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the
request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture
and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists
implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff’s offices and all the way up to the Attorney
General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally
organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.

There’s certainly no help from US or other nation’s government agencies, including the FBI or
CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual
abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.
To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or
international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why
local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with
the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth
certificates, or identification.
Q. USNCMEC Urgent Victim Help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678
Contact Interpol: https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help
Europol Tipline Tel.: +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime
EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/nationalhotlines_en
Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers:
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/
R. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about
the Children
It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and
traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite
Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.
The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to
pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking
Ring run by these global elites.
Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from
Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right
next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives
to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32
mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs
S. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and
articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was
rampant in our international society.
The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do
their own research and decide whether or not it was valid.
I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several
Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working
with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know
you. You will remain in my heart forever.
A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown;
to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady
who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the
underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel
on pedophilia to help us Save the Children.
Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts
and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all.
Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the
power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy
Updates for the Week Prior:
Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 14, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/09/13/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-september13-2022/
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of September 12, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of September 9, 2022
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of September 8, 2022 | Dinar Chronicles
Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 7, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of September 6, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of September 5, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official

